Case Study

Zurich UK

Innovation helps Housing
Associations protect assets and
reduce health risks for tenants &
residents
Leading insurer, Zurich UK believes in insurance and risk management
solutions that meet the specific needs of its customers, tailored service
and innovation. All of these factors came into play when, in early 2018,
Zurich’s UK Innovation Foundry and Zurich Municipal decided to explore
how technology could potentially provide opportunities to improve risk
management within the social housing sector.
In consultation with four Housing Association customers, the idea of using
sensors to monitor humidity and temperature was raised as a way to detect
dampness in buildings and reduce mould-related health risks for tenants &
residents. Together, the group decided to run a six-month trial on different
types of Housing Associations properties most likely to be at risk from
dampness, in London, Birmingham and Wales.
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When we created the Zurich Innovation Foundry, we wanted
to develop propositions that would help tackle our UK
customer’s ever-evolving needs. To that end we’re interested
in propositions from the initial ‘spark’ of inspiration to a fullscale roll out. And our work with Shepherd is a great example
of this ideology - we went from preliminary idea to physical
installation in Housing Associations within a matter of weeks.
Shepherd has not only worked closely with us but also with the
Housing Associations and their tenants, whose engagement
and co-operation has been of paramount importance in this
project.
Mark Budd, UK Head of Innovation, Zurich UK

Keen to find a technology company who could provide this type of
service cost effectively and without the need for WiFi, Zurich approached
Shepherd. Within two months from the initial meeting, contracts were
signed and work on the trial began in November 2018. A total of 100
properties were included in the trial and each Housing Association was
provided with two sensors for each flat (one in a room likely to be damp
such as the kitchen or bathroom, and the other in a different room) and
three sensors for each house (the third sensor being installed upstairs).
The Shepherd platform continuously monitored the properties so that realtime data was accessible at all times via the Shepherd platform to all parties.
In weekly sprint meetings, Shepherd provided Zurich and the Housing
Associations with data on each property in a report format. Each Housing
Association was given the option to decide what data it wanted to collect
and the format it wanted to receive it in, so they could use it the way they
wanted without having to follow a rigid template.
The data is being used to identify high-risk properties for Housing
Associations to take further action. In some cases, this has led to replacing
or repairing the building’s damp course membrane and in others it has
involved educating the tenants on how to reduce humidity and dampness
so they can prevent condensation, dampness and mould.
The trial was extended to the end of 2019, after which the team at Zurich
will review and analyse the results to determine what new insights this
innovative technology can offer risk management going forward.
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Working with Shepherd is a pleasure. Their pragmatic
approach to getting the project up and running so quickly was
really refreshing. As soon as the sensors were installed, the
Housing Associations were able to see which buildings were
most at risk, enabling them to proactively address the issues
with repairs and give advice to the tenants & residents.
The team at Shepherd are always keen to ensure that
everything is running smoothly.
Helen Jales, Propositions Delivery Manager, Zurich UK
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